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ARE AMERICAN SPACECRAFT OPERATING OVER MARS?
PRA members came away from our recent meeting puzzling over the revelations made in the latest

,

Richard D Hall DVD which featured an interview with Andrew Johnson and Edgar Fouche.

We have been presented with the probability that the USA has had a space craft capability for several
years and has not only been exploring space, but may even have established a base on Mars!
If we can rely on the snippets of information that have come to light over recent years, then we have a
situation similar to intelligence gathering, fitting the pieces of the jigsaw together until it presents a
picture of what is going on!

·

.

There have been a number of incidents that each represent a piece of the jigsaw and they are given in this
article for your consideration.

For some time there has been speculation about the American TR3B craft. It is believed to have an anti

gravity capability. Richard D Hall made the following comment:

"I have mentioned the TR3B before. This is an alleged top secret aircraft or "space vehicle" which has
some quite incredible abilities. The source of the information is Edgar Fouche who started making

pub1ic disclosures in 1998 after retiring from his job as an avionics engineer. So far his claims and
disclosures have not been given the coverage which they undoubtedly deserve. Fouche has hundreds of
official USAF documents to back up his claims. If he is correct, and I suspect he is, then the U.S. have a
secret space fleet consisting probably of dozens of 600 feet wide flying triangles, which can go to and
from space with ease, travel at Mac 9 in any direction, traverse the solar system and even land on
neighbouring planets� As Ed says in his 1998 presentation regarding the space shuttle programme "THE
JOKE IS ON US", we have all been fooled."

.

From CNN (see Google/internet)
The TR-3B is Code named Astra. The tactical reconnaissance TR-3B frrst operational flight
was in the early 90s.

The triangular shaped nuclear powered aerospace platform was

developed under the Top Secret, Aurora Program with SDI and black budget monies. At least
3 of the billion dollar plus TR-3Bs were flying by 1994. The Aurora is the most classified
aerospace development program in existence. The TR-3B is the most exotic vehicle created
by the Aurora Program. It is funded and operationally tasked by the National Reconnaissance
Office, the NSA, and the CIA. The TR-3B flying triangle is not fiction and was built with
technology available in the mid 80s. Not every UFO spotted is one of theirs.
Sandia and Livermore laboratories developed the reverse engineered MFD technology. The
government will go to any lengths to protect this technology. The plasma, mercury based, is
pressurized at 250,000 atmospheres at a temperature of 150 degrees Kelvin and accelerated to
50�000 rpm to create a super-conductive plasma with the resulting gravity disruption. The
MFD generates a magnetic vortex field, which disrupts or neutralizes the effects of gravity

!
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on mass within proximity� by 89 percent. Do not misunderstand. This is not antigravity.
Anti-gravity provides a repulsive force that can be used for propulsion. The MFD creates a
disruption of the Earth's gravitational field upon the mass within the circular accelerator. The
mass of the circular accelerator and all mass within the accelerator, such as the crew capsule,
avionics, MFD systems, fuels, crew environmental systems, and the nuclear reactor, are re

..

duced by 89% This causes the effect of making the vehicle extremely light and able to out
perform and outmaneuver any craft yet constructed--except, of course, those UFOs we did
not build.

Photographs from the internet, believed to be of the construction of a TR3B
The TR-3B is a secret government spacecraft that has
been flying in our skies since 1994. You can do your
own research on this craft, however because it is a
classified project you may not find much on this. I have
done lots of digging, and I think it is a strong possibility
that this craft actually exists. It is indeed powered by an
onboard nuclear reactor. It is completely silent and can
be seen as a triangular shaped craft that has 4 lights. It
has one light on each corner of the triangle along with a
light that is in the center. All of these lights can be seen
on the underside of the craft. This aircraft also has a
code name of Astra. (From: 'Before It's News')

Garry McKinnon
Computer buff, Gary McKinnon amused himself by finding ways of
hacking into numerous 'secure' data systems and it was on one of
these forays that Gary 'hacked' into one of America's biggest
Military computer systems.
It was while scanning through the numerous Military files that he
came across a file entitled 'Non-Terrestrial Officers', with names
ranks of officers, that he could not identify. It also contained the
names of 'ship to ship' transports. Gary commented "I've never seen
those names anywhere else".
At that moment, his intrusion into the American Military computer system was discovered and his
hacking connection was cut off.

This discovery led to Gary being traced back to the UK and within a short time, the USA took action to

have him extradited to the United States to be charged with various offences. This included damaging
the American Military security system. It took several years of discussion before the British Govern
ment decided that they would not allow him to be extradited.

I
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Retired US Marine claims he spent 17 years on MARS protecting five
human colonies from Martians
The 'Mirror' on line Jun 23, 2014 00:20 By Chris Richards

The retired officer, known only as Captain Kaye, also claims to have served in a secret 'space
fleet' run by a multinational organisation called the Earth Defense Force
The ex-naval infantryman, who uses the pseudonym Captain Kaye, says he was posted to the Red Planet
to protect five human colonies from indigenous Martian life forms.
He claims he then spent nearly three years serving in a secret 'space fleet'

run

by a multinational organi

sation called the Earth Defense Force, which recruits military personnel from countries including the
.

US, Russia and China.
In testimony released to ExoNews TV, Captain Kaye said he was trained to fly three different types of
space fighters and three bombers. He added that training took place on a secret moon base called Lunar
Operations Command, Saturn's moon Titan, and in deep space.
Captain Kaye says he retired after a 20 year tour of duty, describing a retirement ceremony on the moon
that he claims

was

presided·over by VIPs including ex-Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld.

A former US Marine has claimed he spent 17 years of his career on MARS.
Marine Corps 'Special Section' Lunar Operational Command

Published on 8 Apr 2014 For Part 1, Super Soldiers & Operation
Moon Shadow go to: http://youtu.be/iJVWc9cZBVs*
To listen to the full audio of Part 1, go to: http:youtu.be/9vj4N2RHYcO
This is the full audio of Part 2 of Captain K's testimony where he
claims that he served for 17 years of a 20 year tour of duty at a secret
military base on Mars protecting five human colonies run by the Mars
Colony Corporation.

OVNI -ED: Regrettably these interviews are too long to be included in this article.
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Mars: In conclusion, what can we believe? We only
have snippets of information, but on the other hand, we
can assume that there must be some basis for the claim
that the American Military have spacecraft in operation
and that there may well be a base on Mars.
Nick Redfem, the well known UFO researcher who lived
in Walsall, West Midlands and now resides in the USA,
made some interesting observations in a recent (June 30th
2014) George K.napp 'Coast to Coast' broadcast when he
discussed several cases of 'suspicious deaths'.
These are accounts of accidents that 'might not have been'
and cases of researchers and witnesses who have vanished, conveniently times 'heart attacks', as well as myste-

A recent Martian 'UFO' photograph from
a surveyor craft: NASA. See page 13.
____,
...______________
_

rious deaths that bear the distinct hallmarks of murder.
He {Nick Redfem) observed that these mysterious deaths seemed to happen on 'occasions' where
someone "knows too much" about the phenomenon and their knowledge is deemed to be a threat to
maintaining UFO secrecy. To that end, he stressed that these murders are likely not to be the work of the
government, but rather a multinational 'shadow group' that usurped control of UFO information long
ago.
Over the course of his appearance (on the programme) Redfem detailed numerous instances of uncanny
deaths befalling UFO investigators and witnesses that got too close to the truth. One particular chilling
case was of a woman named 'Miria Bush' who claimed to have seen alien bodies, while working under
the chief medical officer at the

Roswell Air Force Base at the time of the infamous UFO incident of July

1947. Although she confided this information to her family soon after the incident, it wasn't until the
late 1980's that he story became known to UFO research community. Earlier, her name had been kept
secret from the public. Bush was found dead in a hotel room within weeks of her remarkable insights
being alluded to by a UFO researcher during an interview.

A Disturbing Message from Andrew Jobnson
During a recent exchange of e-mails with Andrew Johnson to
arrange a talk on 'Martian Spacecraft', (on September 30th),
he revealed that he had just heard disturbing news about the
'whistle blower'

Edgar Fouche (refer to Page 1 in this issue of

the OVNI).
"I have been speaking to Ed a bit more again recently because
of intemet attacks-which seemed to intensify at the same time
of his new programme-they intensified again around the time it
went out on TV (last weekend).
Then came the accident. . . . .. "

Andrew Johnson

"Ed has been involved in a car crash which happened yesterday, 28 June. He was driving just 1 mile
from his home to the local grocers and

a dark coloured pick up truck got too close in his lane and he

went off the road and crashed into a tree. His head hit the windscreen and his (newish) car was wrecked.
He had a concussion and minor head injuries, along with 2 broken and 2 fractured ribs, but he was able
to talk to me on Skype for about 10 minutes before going back to rest. "

Ed: We cannot speculate on the latest news about Edgar Fouche, but it appears things are beginning
to 'add up' ref. the developing revelations about American Spacecraft and a 'Base on Mars.'
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Witnesses See ·B rilliant ·Light-Flash Create ·D utch ·Crop Circles June 3/4th.
Location: Standdaarbuiten, Holland. CC's /Young Wheat
Witness: Diagram, Photo's Roy Boschman.
Report By: Nancy Talbott
BLT Research Team Inc.
P.O. Box 400127
Cambridge, MA 02140 (USA)
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This is the 5th time that Robbert v/d Broeke has had a second witness present when one of the many
crop circles he has

(visually) seen forming has occurred. Roy Boschman, one of Robbert's friends

who has for years not only often driven Robbert to the fields when Robbert "knew" a circle would be

forming ({)r just had), he is also the guy who .gets out {)f bed at the crack of dawn, time after time, to

get photos of the new formations before anybody has entered them-thus producing a wonderful ar
chive of totally pristine Dutch crop formations in grass, wheat, rapeseed and barley.

It seems as if the

"crop circle energies"finally decided it was Roy's turn to actually see one form.
While driving Robbert home from an appointment late on the night of June 3rd, Robbert began experi
encing the "uneasy� feeling he always gets when a new circle is coming and told Roy they had to
drive to Standdaarbuiten. Robbert "saw" (in his "mind's eye") both the field where the formation
would be (one where there has never been a circle before) and the fact there would be 5 circles, the
largest of which would be ringed. As they approached the area Robbert and Roy both saw a glowing
light-ball zip across the crop down very low which lit up the whole field.
JumJ 4, :2014- Slandd tbuifen, HolllJnd
(IMieel)
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Roy stopped the car and they got out but, seeing no circles at first, they decided to walk down the tram
lines in the direction where the light-ball had disappeared. Suddenly Robbert stopped and said he could
feel a very strong "electric field" in front of them and a strong tingling all over his body and Roy real
ized he was also feeling something "like electricity," at which moment both men also heard-very
loud-an "electrostatic buzzing" sort of noise all around them. Robbert said ''this has to be the place"
and immediately after speaking those words both men saw a brilliant, glowing "football-sized" light-ball
flash across the tops of the plants in front of them, vividly lighting up the whole area. The "electrostatic
crackling" noise seemed to be coming from inside the field itself and then, less that two feet from where
Robbert was standing (slightly ahead of Roy), the five circles "opened up" in a second.

OVNI Editor: The description
of the 'electrostatic buzzing'
noise and the 'flash' across the
field descriptions are reminis
cent of descriptions given to us
by local farmers in the Midlands
(England) in the early 1990's.
The farmers described it as
"Corn ripening lightning" and
the "crackling" noise could be
heard, as the heads of the wheat
gently moved in the wind.
PRA member Jeff Whitear (a
retired electrical inspector for a
major company supplier)
theorized that the wheat heads
built up an electrical charge as
they moved in the wind and
were similar to the "action of
highly charged points". "The shape of the wheat/barley seed head indicates that it could hold a static
charge. Situated in in long rows they add to the shape to create a dense electrical field at the pointed end
of the seed head. As a consequence of this feature one charged body placed close to another body of the
same charge (as in a field of wheat) would cause the charge to repel from each other. This would carry
the charge away from the wheat head into the surrounding air: This action is called 'point discharge or
corona discharge'." (An extract from 'Crop Circles: The Final Solution' by Omar Fowler, speaking
at 'The 2nd International CCCS Conference, Bath UK 1993 ')

.
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Triangle Close Encounter and Abduction in Nottingham, 1988
By Billy Booth Updated May 17, 2014

Strange Events in Nottingham, England Recalled.
It happened quite a few years ago now. I was around 8 or 9 at the time and like most young boys, I had
been sentenced to an evening of being grounded for something stupid I'd done. I had been in my room
and playing on my games console when my mum had passed and heard and advised me that being
grounded isn't something you're supposed to enjoy, before taking the console away. I went to my
bedroom window to watch my friends playing outside. My window looked out over our garden, which
had an alleyway behind it, and then a row of buildings beyond that. As I was looking out at my friends
playing , I noticed movement above the roofs of the buildings at the alleyway. Assuming there was a
spider or something on my window. I looked up to get it, but Instead of a spider I witnessed a large
triangular craft passing above the buildings. Not directly above, but it appeared that way because of its
position in the sky. It looked to be far away and still was very visible and very clear ... and very large. I'd
-

estimate it was approximately one mile away and was still as big as my finger is now. I observed the
object for around 10 seconds. It moved in a perfectly horizontal line, and rotated to the right as it went at
a speed of around 1 full rotation per 3 seconds.

A Dark-coloured Object
It was very darkly coloured, almost black. And the only way I know it wasn't totally black is because it
had 2 thick darker lines running across its width. There were also darker lines in between these lines but
they weren't very clear. They could have been markings, could have just been recesses in the surface. As
I watched it I'd been totally frozen, until after watching it for about 10 seconds I screamed and ran
downstairs and wouldn't go back up no matter what, mother's wrath be damned! I have no idea what it
was I saw, I've never seen anything like it since then. Oh, and a week or two after this we had some very
strange occurrences in the house. Firstly, my sister developed an imaginary friend that she never spoke
to when we were around. This friend spent a while apparently just playing with her, but after a fortnight
or so she began to wake up screaming in the night. She'd have marks on her and would literally stay up
all night so she didn't have to go to sleep on her own. It got so bad that she had to be moved first into my
mum's room and then into mine. For some reason, after moving into my room and having me tell her
many times that if he comes back she should tell him to go away and to ignore him, it seems he did. My
mum has always been a believer in 'other stuff and was of the opinion that if you just ignore anything
bad it will go away, which is a philosophy I have found very useful in life, believe me!

Electrical Problems
We had a few incidents of switches flicking themselves off or on. We had a very old TV and had the
volume dial turned all the way up while my whole family was in the room, we just tended to ignore it as
-

best as we could and eventually it all stopped. The second and more terrifying (to my mind anyway)
occurrence was this: around the time my sister had her imaginary friend, I began to experience very
vivid dreams. It all had to do with non-human entities. At first the dreams were "relatively" okay. I'd see
beings in the garden looking up at my window and these weren't the typical Greys. They looked more
like a head attached to a pair of giant legs with two small arms beneath the chin. I never saw any full
facial details, so I can't comment on that. Then came the bad dreams and they were full of Greys! I
dreamed they came into my room and were apparently examining my sister. I wanted to stop them but
couldn't move and whenever I thought about what I could do, one of them would straighten up and look
into my bed (we had bunk beds) and begin to examine me. I had one or two of those, then they got
really weird. I'd dream that I was standing outside my house in the street, in just my pyjamas. I was
terrified. I don't know why but I was terrified. I was always carrying a ship in a bottle, something I've
never owned, and would look up into the sky. Across the sky a number of huge and I mean HUGE
winged figures would fly by at ridiculous speeds. As the last ones started to pass, dozens of craft would
begin to pursue; craft of all shapes and sizes and then the dream would end. I have no idea if it was all
linked together but it is what it is. I remember everything that happened at the time that was connected,
and I don't think I'll ever forget it. And the feeling of utter helplessness watching my little sister go
through that stuff is another thing I will never forget.

Thanks to KEN PFEIFER
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The Nebra Sky Disc- Ancient European Map of the Stars
'Before It's News' Monday, May 19, 2014
In 1999 a mysterious disc was unearthed in Nebra, Germany, and it fascinated researchers with it's
strange golden markings. The weathered and dented disc, unearthed by treasure hunters, had a blue
green patina, and was embellished with golden symbols.
Until 2006, the Sky Disc of Nebra was considered a hoax, an enigma to the archaeological world -but
its meaning was deciphered, and it changed history.
The disc's golden pieces demonstrate astronomical alignments, with a sun, moon, and stars, all found to
depict the oldest known representation of the heavens.'

Source: http: I I msnoworldorder. co. ukl newsblogI 6027-the-nebra -sky-disc-ancient-european-map-of-the-stars

UFO Over Nuclear Power Plant In North Carolina
By Susan Duclos ('Before It's News)

From Before It's News friend Sky Ships Over Cashier, amazing video and still shots from the video
footage (shown above) of an incredible color changing, morphing object captured directly above a
power plant in Comelius, North Carolina.
Videographer Todd Slingerland took this video in April2014, and states that no sounds were detect
able as the object moved erratically around, changing colors and "morphing."
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Aliens Seen Collecting Samples in Stevens Point, Wisconsin

Stevens Point, Wisconsin - September, 1975
By Billy Booth (Updated May 02, 2014)

Introduction
Among the literally millions of UFO sightings, only a very small percentage will include a witness
actually seeing an alien being. These types of reports are generally called, 'close encounters of the third
kind.'
Here are some of my favorite cases involving actual contact with alien beings: The Lonnie Zamora
Incident, The Andreasson Affair, The Herbert Schirmer Encounter, The Buff Ledge Abductions, and
the Pascagoula, Mississippi Abduction.
I have only recently been sent a very compelling case of alien contact. I know you will enjoy it.

Stevens Point, Wisconsin - September, 1975
The witness was watching the sky to the south of his mobile home when he saw a large, saucer-shaped
craft slowly proceed down and just above the trees from east to west. He followed it with his eyes as it
passed just before him about 100 ft. away.
It then settled silently in the corner of the next field about 1500 ft. away. The witness walked over to
where he saw it land; it was a clear, cool, moonlit night.
He took no flashlight or camera and felt no fear. He easily found the craft as a very bright light shone
from beneath it at the far southeast corner of the field.
As he approached about 20 ft. from the craft he noticed an individual in the light from the bottom of
the craft directly before him.
The human-like figure appeared to have on a form fitting white suit. The eyes were covered in what
appeared to be goggles or protective bubbles of tinted glass or plastic, he then noticed a second similar
figure to his right only about 6 ft. away.

Approach of the Being
The witness was a bit startled, as he did not notice the approach of the figure. However, his attention
returned to the figure standing near the object by the light.
This figure was busily attempting to catch a grasshopper; he held what appeared to be a glass sample
container in his right hand and a stopper type lid in the other.
He emitted a strange type of giggle as he fmally caught the grasshopper.
The figure in the trees rejoined this one carrying a sample jar as well. In it the witness could clearly see
.

in the light that it contained a sprig from an oak tree with leaves and acorns attached. They were both
about 5 ft. tall and lean.
The witness then heard a sound of someone walking through the field of drying corn just to the south

·

and behind him. It was a slow, steady type of walking sound, which someone would make walking on
a field of dry grass. As it approached it stopped and then sped up as it walked around the witness.

Another Being
Into the light of the craft there appeared another figure in the same type of suit. He also carried a

sam

ple jar. The jars were about 4 inches around and about 15 inches tall with wide mouths and black
stopper caps. In this jar he had an ear of the corn.
The third arrival hastily pointed out the witness to the other two as they all looked directly at him. He
could only smile and wave, and then turn slowly and walk back to his home. The craft hovered silently
about 4 ft. off the ground.
Nothing protruded from it except the bright light from an opening in the bottom. The opening was
about 4 ft. in width. He could see no stairs leading up to the opening. The witness left in fear and did
not see the object depart.
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Is This a Flying Saucer?! Chilean Government Publishes Report Declaring Object
Spotted Above Remote Copper Mine Was an "Official UFO"
Daily Mail Online, Published: Updated: 11:24 EST, Tuesday 8 July 2014

Government agency in Chile says object is "of great interest, and it can be qualified as a UFO"
Committee for the Studies of Anomalous Aerial Phenomena studied photographs after object was
spotted by engineers at copper mine.
According to the report, the engineers described the object as "a flattened disc of brilliant
colour with a diameter of 5 to 10 metres [16 to 32 feet]. It performed ascending, descending
and horizontal movements in short lengths, about 600 meters above the ground.
"The Committee for the Studies of Anomalous Aerial Phenomena (CEFAA) studied the photographs of
an object spotted by four engineers above a remote copper mine.

Following investigations, the CEFAA ruled out the possibility of any meteorological phenomena,
including lenticular clouds, along with experimental aircraft, planes, and weather balloons
One of the workers reportedly took the pictures on a Kenox Samsung S860 camera after they spotted the
object at the Collahuasi copper mine while they were working there in April 2013.
While the engineers did not want to talk about the sighting, the photographer did tell a colleague at the
mine, who sent copies of the images to the CEFAA earlier this year.
The engineer who sent the pictures on to the government agency also passed on information provided to
him by the witnesses, the Huffington Post has reported.
ED: With thanks to our colleague 'Derek' in New Zealand for this story.
CEFAA is the Chilean that UFOCUS NZ has a signed agreement
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UFO Crash Cases
By Billy Booth

Those who study the UFO mystery are always asked for proof. And proof is hard to find. The enigma of
UFOs is different than any other phenomena, and proof is elusive. There have been many reports of
crashed UFOs, but most of these rely heavily on circumstantial evidence, and not solid, physical proof.
Sometimes there are eyewitness accounts of physical evidence, but that evidence has been removed,
lost, or stolen. Such is the case of the Aurora, Texas
Aurora's History:

Aurora's History: Because of ever changing railroad lines, and Texas highways, it is a miracle that the
small town of Aurora, Texas is still there. And not only that, but it is a legendary "historical site" as
_

designated by the state of Texas. Why would a small farming community get such a distinction? One
reason-an alien spacecraft crashed there in 1897. At least that's what the residents say, and what the
newspaper reports claimed.
1897-The Aurora UFO Crash Site

Occurring during the "Great Airship" wave of the late 1800s, the legend of a UFO crash and a dead alien
have survived over a century of debate. Allegedly, the dead alien pilot is buried in the local cemetery.
The story of the crash was related by local newspapers, the UPI, and AP. The city received "historical
site" status because of the incident.
1941-The Missouri UFO Crash Retrieval

Brought to public knowledge by UFO investigator Leo Stringfield, from an account by Charlette Mann.
Mann related the story of her grandfather Reverend William Huffinan, who claimed to have been called
to the scene of a crashed UFO with dead aliens outside of town.
1947-The Roswell, New Mexico UFO Crash

The most famous UFO case of all occurred near Corona, Mexico. Rancher Mac Brazel found strange
crash debris on his morning rounds, and reported his find to local radio station. Soon, the military from
Roswell AFB was involved, and issued a press statement that the Air Force had captured a UFO.
1948-UFO Crash at Aztec, New Mexico

Author Frank Scully described the Aztec crash as that of a craft which was measured at exactly 99.99
·

feet in diameter, covered by a material which resembled a light weight, shiny metal that possessed in
credible strength and durability. It seems that nothing on this earth could penetrate or damage the hull of

•

this craft from another world.
1965- The Kecksburg, Pennsylvania Crash

On December 5, 1965, something came from the skies of Canada, Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania,
finally crashing into the woods near the town of Kecksburg. Frances Kalp was the closest to the crash,
and reported it to the local radio station. Soon, Pennsylvania state police and U.S. military took over the
investigation.
1967-UFO Crash At Shag Harbor, Novia Scotia

Eyewitnesses see several unknown objects in the sky, and soon they crash into the seas of Shag Harbor.
Rescue workers, fearing a plane crash, rush to the area, only to fmd bright, yellow foam on the ocean.
Several days of search find nothing. Investigators believe the object, still intact has left the area.
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150,000-Year-Old Pipes Baffle Scientists in China: Out of Place in Time?
'Before It's News' Sunday, June 22, 2014

A file photo of a pipe, and a view of Qinghai Lake in China, near which mysterious iron pipes
were found. (NASA; Pipe image via Shutterstock*)

Oopart (out of place artifact) is a term applied to dozens of prehistoric objects found in various places
around the world that seem to show a level of technological advancement incongruous with the times in
which they were made. Ooparts often frustrate conventional scientists, delight adventurous investigators
open to alternative theories, and spark debate. In a mysterious pyramid in China's Qinghai Province
near Mount Baigong are three caves filled with pipes leading to a nearby salt-water lake. There are also
pipes under the lake bed and on the shore. The iron pipes range in size, with some smaller than a tooth
pick. The strangest part is that they may be about 150,000 years old.
Dating done by the Beijing Institute of Geology determined these iron pipes were smelted about
150,000 years ago, if they were indeed made by humans, according to Brian Dunning of Skeptoid.com.
The dating was done using thermoluminescence, a technique that determines how long ago crystalline
mineral was exposed to sunlight or heated. Humans are only thought to have inhabited the region for the
past 30,000 years. Even within the known history of the area, the only humans to inhabit the region were
nomads whose lifestyle would not leave any such structures behind.
The state-run news agency Xinhua in China reported on the pyramid, the pipes, and the research began
by a team scientists sent to investigate in 2002.
Though some have since tried to explain the pipes as a natural phenomenon, Yang Ji, a research fellow
at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, told Xinhua the pyramid may have been built by intelligent
beings. He did not dismiss the theory that ancient extraterrestrials may be responsible, saying this theory
is "understandable and worth looking into . . . but scientific means must be employed to prove whether
or not it is true."
The head of the publicity department at the local Delingha government told Xinhua the pipes were ana
lyzed at a local smeltery and 8 percent of the material could not be identified. The rest was made up of
ferric oxide, silicon dioxide, and calcium oxide. The silicon dioxide and calcium oxide are products of
long interaction between the iron and surrounding sandstone, showing the ancient age of the pipes. Liu
Shaolin, the engineer who did the analysis, told Xinhua:

mysterious."

"This result has made the site even more
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Two Cigar UFOs Over Mars Photographed By Rover Curiosity

This object has slow, balanced movement like a ship in water...
having the appearance of an object that is self propelled. "I am
very interested in how NASA will explain this. I have messaged
them a few times, I will see if I get a response," says Waring.

Curiosity records UFO orbiting Mars for-over 10-12 minutes! NASA photos use to have high detailed
descriptions, but not these rover photos. NASA tries not to give a
lot of details in case a photo surfaces with something they cannot
and will not explain ...like these 6 images, 5 having a UFO in
them," says Scott Waring author of UFO Sightings Daily
Waring says, "Back in April we saw the Curiosity Rover caught a
long UFO that was in the Mars sky for ten full minutes, and now
today, Waring presents the same UFO in photos taken on May
5th 2014. This UFO is at first hard to see because the size of the
photo is so tiny. I give an example of its size. The black image
without the UFO is the first to be taken at 12:28:17."
Waring took the photos and enlarged them from 3kb size to 19kb
size in order to show the true detail of the photo. He says, "I am
not a NASA scientist and should not have to do this. They get
photos from the rover that are always 1MB at the smallest and
upwards of 600MB in size in HD detail, so why does NASA put
up these tiny images for the public to view, when they have such
massive sized originals? It shows NASAs obliviousness to the needs of people."
Waring says he made the gif to show the motion and angle of the UFO. Also you will notice the wings
at one point. (12:34:41). There are 6 total images. 5 have the UFO in it, one has an empty sky.
Here are the photographs taken in April of a similar UFO over Mars by the Curiosity rover.
"The Curiosity rover is said to be half way on its journey to Mount Sharp, when it caught the unusual
anomaly. The object was in the sky in front of the rover for 10 minutes! Also notice that most the stars
do not move, but do lighten and dim during this time," says Waring.
Date of sighting: April 14, 2014 Time of sighting: 4:48:22 until 04:56:09 UTC
Location of sighting: Half way to Mount Sharp, Mars
NASA Photos: http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/raw/?s=613&camera=NAV RIGHT
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TALE ENDERS

SOYUZ ROCKET BLASTS OFF WITH FOUR BROADBAND SATE�LITES (lOth July)
Four satellites for 03b Networks, a oompany which provides broadband connectivity to the developing
world, launched Thursday on top of a Russian Soyuz rocket from the European-run spaceport in
French Guiana. Liftoff occurred at 1855:56 GMT (2:55:56 p.m. EDT).
.
http://spaceflightnow.com/soyuzlvs08/status.html

INTERACTIVE iPAD GUIDE TO CURIOSITY ROVER MISSION
Astronomy Now and Spaceflight Now have created an interactive iPad guide to the Curiosity rover
mission. Learn more about the mission, explore the rover's compone�ts and preview Europe's plans for
the next Mars rover destined to visit the Red Planet. Now updated with a timeline of the triumphs and
disasters of Mars exploration.
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mission-to-mars-astronomy/id54893l 049?mt=8
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From the 'METRO' (June 6th)
Monumental Proof that �T is out there apparently (By Nicole Marie)
•••

A film clip showing what appears to be a huge UFO approaching the International Space Station has
been placed on social media. The object gets bigger while revolving slowly, then appears to retreat at
incredible speed.
It was uploaded by a group called Secureteam, which claims the film was recorded from the space
station's video page by a user who 'regularly watches the streaming live video for daily anomalies and
happenings.'
The video which lasts for three minutes and 40 seconds has been viewed more than 600,000 times.

A tsunami advisory has been issued in Japan, (Friday 11 July 2014) after a strong earth
quake hit the country's northern coast near the nuclear power plant crippled in the 2011 earthquake
and tsunami. The quake measured 6.8 on the Richter scale, and was detected 165km (103 miles) east

ofiwaki city on the Japanese island of Honshu, according to the US Geological Survey.

The quake was measured at a depth of I 0 km (6 miles) and occurred at 1922 GMT, it said The 2011
disaster killed about 19,000 people.
That disaster also triggered multiple meltdowns at the Fukushima plant.
More than 100,000 people are still unable to go home due to fear of radiation
The next PRA meeting will take place at the Royal British Legion, A�lenton, Derby (DE24 9� )

at 8pm on Tuesday 29th July 2014.
By popular request we will be showing a DVD of Richard Dolan speaking on-

'The Case For A Secret Space Programme'

-

Plus all the latest UFO news and a Free UFO book raftle.
There will be a £2 contribution charge on the night: Non members welcome

Articles and opinions printed in the OVNI do not necessarily reflect the views of the PRA.
Unless otherwise stated© OVNI articles may be reprinted with due acknowledgement to their source.

